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SUMMARY

• ,The blast wave and the thermal, electromagnetic, and nuclear radia-

tions from a nuclear explosion can all contribute to target damage.

Current strategic targeting considers structural damage from the blast

wave only. Although fire damage can be more intensive and occur at

greater ranges, it is treated as a bonus effect and thus not included

in targeting or damage assessments. Since the variables controlling fire

damage have been considered too uncertain to allow reliable fire damage

predictions, there has been little impetus to modify targeting strategies

to account for this added effect.

This report relates the probability of fire damage to blast-induced

ignitions and those due to thermal radiation. Modifying influences such

as weather conditions, target structure, and countermeasures are included.

Since fires continue to develop long after the explosion, additional

effects such as fire spread and fire-wind damage are also considered.

The methods may be extended to calculate probable damage ranges for a

specific target, arid may be made compatible with current Largeting algo-
rithms (the DIA vulnerability number methodology).

"Reasonable" parameter values lead to fire damage ranges that extend

into low overpressure regions. Less conservative--though still reason-

"able--values result in damage ranges exceeding comparable blast damage

ranges. These results could help justify enlarging the scope of current

targeting strategies to include fire effects. This study identifies

those aspects of urban fires from nuclear attack that are most influential

in determining the extent of fire damage and are still uncertain. These

factors are proper candidates for further Defense Nuclear Agency research.



PREFACE

This report is one of a 16 volume set comprising the Pacific-Sierra

Research Corporatio7i (PSR) final report on Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA)

contract DNA 001-82-C-0046. The work done under this contract spans a

wide range of nuclear weapon effect research covering airblast, cratering

and ground motion, low-aose radiation, underground test design and de-

velopment, fire research, and electromagnetic pulse research. The con-

tract technical monitor was Cyrus P. Knowles.

In a recent effort for DNA, H. L. Brode and R. D. Small of PSR

cooperated with R. Port and E. Carson of R & D Associates (RDA) in a

study to examine the potential role of fire in urban/industrial area

targeting. The intent of this exercise was to explore the possible con-

sequences of including fire damage in targeting and damage assessments

and to illuminate those aspects of fire prediction that are both most

uncertain and most important. This study would hopefully aid in guiding

fire research.

The results were briefed to Dnlý, and included in reports to thp

JSTPS Scientific Advisory Group. This report summarizes the fire phe-

nomenology contributions made by PSR. The targeting exercises (by RDA),

using these PSR inputs, and our joint results and conclusions will be

reported separately. The recent death of R. Port will make the comple-

tion and summarization of the targeting effects exceedingly difficult.

This task was supervised by Michael J. Frankel.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A nuclear weapon explosion will cause extensive blast damage and

ignite many fires. Though damage radii characterizing probable blast

destruction have been defined, comparable methods to estimate fire dam-

age radii have not been developed. In view of the widespread and uni-

form fire damage observed at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, consideration of

blast damage alone may underestimate the potential destruction from a
nuclear weapon explosion.

There are several reasons why fires have been considered a bonus

effect rather than a principal damage agent. Historically, fire has

been viewed as largely unpredictable and too subject to the vagaries of

weather and the errors in weapon delivery to be a reliable damage mech-

anism. Despite the uncertainties, World War II planners pursued a pro-

gram of fire bombing raids. In many cases, damage was less than expected

but still greater than could be achieved with general-purpose (explosive)

bombs. In others, large conflagrations developed, and damage far ex-

ceeded predictions. As the war progressed, attacks on urban/industrial

concentrations relied on fire bombing as the most effective damage

mechanism.

A nuclear weapon is the modern analog to the raids by a thousand

aircraft carrying mixes of thermite and high-explosive bombs. The con-

centration of the fire-causative mechanisms in a single nuclear warhead

ensures a very large number of ignitions and the rapid development of a

large area fire. Weather and other conventional modifying influences

on small fires may be less important or reasonably predictable effects

for large fires with multitudinous ignition sources. As a consequence,

it may be reasonable to reconsider the inclusion of fire effects in tar-

get damage assessments.

The analysis in this report employs broad assumptions about large

urban fires in order to provide inputs to a targeting study. A general

relation is hypothesized to define fire damage as a function of range

7



for an urban area. The sensitivity of each parameter is evaluated by

varying its values and noting its influence on the fire distribution.

Some additional parameters not explicitly explored in the model are

identified and discussed.

The principal parameters considered here are weapon yield, height

of burst, threshold ignition levels, visibility length, atmospheric

transmissivity, enhancement and attenuation of the thermal radiation

due to clouds and snow cover, blast-induced ignitions as a function of

building type and contents, fire spread, fire winds, and countermeasures.

Following a systematic variation of each parameter, combinations of

effects as well as combined expected deviations are considered. The

results identify the sensitivity of each variable and its relative im-

portance to the damage-range relation. Simultaneous variation of the

group of parameters provides some insight into the likely overall un-

certainty in fire damage predictions.

An alternative fire damage methodology for strategic targeting

applications might supplement the current vulnerability number (VN) sys-

tem with designations representing potential fire damage to each speci-

fied target. Such an expanded VN system has not yet been developed, but

the elements for its creation are included here.

8



SECTION 2

FIRE-DAMAGE-RANGE CURVES

The fire-damage radius is related to two ignition mechanisms--the

thermal radiation and the blast wave. In addition, the many initial

fires will spread to nearby structures and to areas beyond the initial

ignitions. Furthermore, the resulting large area fire may generate

winds of hurricane force that can cause destruction beyond the fire

perimeter.

The analysis used here relates target damage to the causative mech-

anisms in the following way. First, a target susceptibility to fire

damage is estimated for both thermally and blast-induced ignitions. The

vulnerability is expressed as an incident radiation flux level or as an

overpressure, and thus related to the weapon yield and range. Other

factors such as weather conditions, visibility length, transmissivity,

cloud reflections or absorptions, and snow cover modify the damage-range

relation. The two ignition mechanisms are assumed independent, and the

resulting fire probabilities are combined to form a single damage-range

curve representing the immediate weapon effects-target interaction.

This result is then modified to account for fire spread and wind damage.

Identifying a target's susceptibility to fire damage and then de-

termining a range consistent with that vulnerability parallels the proce-

dure used to calculate blast damage ranges. The VN designator ,,ystem

facilitates the blast damage calculations. Although a similar procedure

has not yet been fully developed to estimate vulnerabilities to fire a3

a function of building type, damage Drobabilities may be inferred from

theoretical models, from measurements of ignition thresholds, and from

analysis of the two nuclear-bombed Japanese cities. The uncertainties

in the parameters are expressed as standard deviations about a mean

damage-range curve.

.9



SECTION 3

THERMAL-RADIATION-INDUCED IGNITIONS

More than a third of the total weapon energy is emitted as thermal

radiation. The rapid deposition of this energy on combustible materials

such as interior furnishings and flammable construction materials can

start a large number of building fires. Those fires usually develop from

interior ignitions that "flash over" to involve whole rooms either im-

mediately or in approximately 15 to 30 min. In the nuclear case, there

is the possibility of immediate flashover because of the massive thermal

influx. In either case, the probability of fire damage is a function of

the incident thermal flux, the level of blast effects, and the target

susceptibility to thermal ignitions or blast disruption fires.

The thermal energy emitted is partially scattered and absorbed in

- the atmosphere between the fireball and the target. The amount arriving

at a slant range (miles) is approximated for an airburst [Gibbons, 1966;

*" DNA EM-l(N), 1974; Glasstone and Dolan, 1977; Martin and Alger, 19811 by

the following:

Q =W• + a exp a I

where W is the weapon yield in kilotons and V the local visibility iength

in miles.

This functional form is consistent with both weapon test data and

theoretical radiation-hydrodynamic solutions, provided varying values of

the absorption (a) and scattering (a) coefficients are used. Recommended

values range from a, a = 2.9, 1.9 [DNA EM-l(N), 19741 to a, = 2.0, 1.4

[Brode, 1964; Glasstone and Dolan, 1977]. Figure 1 compares the differ-

ent forms. The differences are significant for moderate visibility

lengths (R/V) or for low visibilities (small values of V). Urban atmo-

spheres may be composed of differen~t types of scattering centers or

absorbing particles and thus may exhibit such a range of extinction co-

efficients (a) and scattering enhancements (S). The evidence is not

10



1.0

-•- T= (1 + 1.4 R/V)e"2 I/V [Brode, 1964]K Curve from Glasstone and Dolan [19771

-o- T = (1 + 1.9 R/V)e"2 "9 R/V HOB < 0.4 km
[EM-1, 19741

-T = e16TrR/hV _e,-1.9 R/V, h =HOB 1 km

[EM-i, 1974]

4 0.1

U1* -

I,-

.0.01

0 1 3

"Slant range in visibility lengths, R/V

Figure 1. Standard forms for calculating total visible radiation
transmissivity from airbursts.
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sufficient to adopt a preferred form, so the coefficients x, 8 as well

as the visibility length V were considered as variable parameters and

were allowed to assume a range of values.

The target vulnerability to the thermal flux depends on the type

and density of the combustible materials and their exposure to the fire-

ball. In general, many modern buildings have large window areas

exposing interior fuels susceptible to ignition. Blast disruption

of closed structures may also expose combustible materials to the

thermal radiation. Exterior construction materials are also vulnerable,

although they are more sensitive to moisture levels and usually require

higher flux levels for sustained ignitions to occur.

A typical urban area may have a mixed distribution of residential

and commercial/industrial buildings. Each building type will have dif-

ferent contents and hence a different susceptibility. Some industrial

facilities may not have many combustible materials and thus a low vul-

nerability. Others may contain highly volatile materials, and so be

vulnerable to even low flux levels. Residential, commercial, and office

structures generally contain large amounts of synthetic and cellulosic-

type materials, and so have a moderate to high susceptibility to thermal

ignitions.

A comprehensive analysis of fire damage from thermally induced igni-

tions should consider an urban map of structures and the resulting vul-

nerability distribution. In this initial study, a homogeneous building

type and uniform vulnerability is assumed throughout the target area.

Specific targets may have smaller or greater vulnerabilities than the

median values used in this analysis, but the same procedure could be used

to determine the correspondingly increased or decreased damage ranges.

Residential structures contain a wide variety of ignition sources,

ranging from newspapers and magazines to wood cabinets and wardrobes.

The former materials are easily ignited by low levels of thermal radia-

tion; the latter require substantially greater amounts. Intermediate

levels sustain ignitions in drapery, heavy bedding, and padded furniture

*

For large weapon yields, a significant fraction of the thermal
radiation may be incident after the shock wave arrival [Small and Brode,
1983].
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such as sofas or armchairs. The particular ignition threshold depends

also on the weapon yield. For a 50 KT explosion, sustained ignition

of interior furnishings was assumed 50 percent probable at a flux level
2of 16 cal/cm2. The comparable value for a 1 MT burst was taken to be

22 cal/cm2 [DNA EM-I(N), 1974; Glasstone and Dolan, 1977].

Greater incident flux levels increase the probability of a fire.
2We assumed a 90 percent damage probability at 24 cal/cm (50 KT) and

33 cal/cm2 (1 MT), and similarly 10 percent probability at 8 and 11

cal/cm2. At ground zero, the damage probability is 100 percent.

For those three thermal levels Q (for 90, 50, and 10 percent prob-

abilities), the effective damage ranges can be determined from Eq. (1),

and a damage distribution created. The influence of variable weapon

yield, height of burst, scattering and absorption coefficients, threshold

levels, and visibility lengths on the resultant damage-range curve is

explored in Figs. 2 through 13.

Figure 2 plots the fire-damage-range curve for a 50 KT burst at
1/3*500 ft/KT * The transmittance relation uses a = 2.0, 8 = 1.4 [Brode,

1964], and the visibility length varies from 3 to 48 mi. Near most Soviet

cities, visibility is expected to extend from 6 to 24 mi at least 90 per-

cent of the time. The possible range shift due to the variable atmo-

spheric conditions is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 50 percent probable

damage range is increased by only 5 percent for a visibility length vari-

ation of 12 to 48 mi; however, for the bracketed range (3 to 48 mi), there

iE a 25 percent change.

Figure 3 shows the effect of larger coefficients for extinction

(a = 2.9) and scattering (8 = 1.9) [DNA EM-l(N), 1974]. The fire damage

ranges are ýll percent less than those in Fig. 2 (50 percent damage level)

at the low visibility end (3 mi), but only slightly decreased (I to 2.5

percent) at the upper range of visibility lengths.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the same parameter excursions for a 1 MT

burst. Since the increased yield results in a greater thermal reach, the

In this analysis, most damage-range curves assume a 500 ftiKT1/3

scaled height of burst, since burst height did not appear to be a sensi-
tive variable (see pp. 19 and 22),

13
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Figure 2. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
visibility lengths, W = 50 KT, a = 2.0, B = 1.4.
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Figure 3. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
visibility lengths, W = 50 KT, a = 2.9, B = 1.9.
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Figure 4. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
visibility lengths, W =1 MT, a = 2.0, S 1.4.
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Figure 5. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
visibility lengths, W = 1 MT, at 2.9, 5 1.9.
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influence of the visibility length is more pronounced. The mean damage

range doubles with an increase in the visibility length from 3 to 48 mi

(Fig. 4). In the narrower span of 6 to 24 mi, the damage range varies

by 33 percent. A somewhat larger variation results from the use of the

higher absorption and scattering coefficients (Fig. 5). The higher co-

efficient values also shorten the effective range for thermally induced

ignitions (by about 11 percent at 50 percent PD for 12 mi visibility).

For thermally induced fires, atmospheric conditions can significantly

change the effective fire damage radius. The ranges considered in Figs.

2 through 5 bracket the estimated "extreme" conditions. Statistical

analysis of seasonal weather patterns for specific target areas [Fullwood

and Tobriner, 1973; Drake, 1982] can reduce the span of likely visibility

lengths, thus lessening the variation in the fire damage radius. In par-

ticular, large seasonal variations could be removed if the time of year

(and time of day) were known. The uncertainty associated with the absorp-

tion and scattering coefficients may be reduced through experimental de-

termination of those coefficients for typical urban atmospheres using

high-powered light sources.

Because of enhanced scattering, the amount of thermal radiation

incident on a target can be modified by either snow or reflecting cloud

cover. Simple multiplicative constants (E, A) are used here to describe

deviations from the normal (V = 12 mi, a = 2.0, • = 1.4) fire-damage-

range curve. Factors greater than 1.0 account for thermal radiation

enhancement such as may be caused by reflection from superior cloud decks

or from snow cover. Figures 6 and 7 display fire-damage-range curves

with tie radiation enhancement factor E varied from 1.0 to 1.9. For both

the 50 KT and 1 MT yields, the damage range can be increased approximately

one-third. The effect is slightly greater for lower yields. The high

reflection factors for snow and superior clouds significantly extend the

damage region.

The influence of radiation attenuation A (from a cloud layer between

the burst and the ground) is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The fourfold reduc-

tion in the incident thermal radiation (75 percent of the fireball radia-

tion absorbed by the cloud layer) is assumed representative of heavy

16
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Figure 7. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
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Figure 8. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
levels of radiation attenuation, W = 50 KT, V = 12 mi,
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Figure 9. Fire damage range for thermally induced ignitions: variable
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cloud cover. For that case, the thermal reach is approximately halved.

For both the 50 KT and 1 MT examples, attenuation or cloud absorption

of the fireball radiation substantially reduces the damage range for

thermally induced ignitions.

The ignition threshold levels used to construct the initial set of

damage-range curves were representative of residential structure vulner-

abilities, but building usage and the corresponding vulnerabilities may

vary widely in a typical urban area. Adjacent buildings may have much

different fuel loadings (greater or lesser ignition threshold levels)

and hence different damage radii. Without identifying particular in-

dustries or building usages, a range of vulnerabilities is now considered

and damage-range curves are constructed. As in the previous cases, a

homogeneous target area is assumed.

A range of ignition thresholds was assumed for the 10, 50, and 90

percent probabilities of fire damage, and the corresponding radii com-

puted for two yields, 50 KT and 1 MT, and two transmissivity forms. The

importance of ignition threshold dependence is illustrated in Figs. 10

through 13. Lower thresh•old levels significantly extend the damage radius,

and higher limits reduce the range. For example, halving (from the

nominal values) the threshold limits doubles the probable damage area.

The effect is slightly greater for lower yield explosions and for the

lesser values of the absorption and scattering coefficients (cf. Figs.

10, 11 and Figs. 12, 13). Adjustment of the 10 and 90 percent vulner-

abilities to reflect either greater or lesser variability in the thresh-

olds for fires significantly skews the range curves.

The weapon height of burst also influences the thermal reach and

damage radius. For surface bursts, the radiative efficiency of the fire-

ball is reduced considerably by the ingestion of surface materials, and

incident thermal fluxes are reduced by dust obscuration. Shadewing ef-

fects are also more significant. As the height of burst increases to an

optimum (for radiative effects), the thermal reach increases, but at most

operational heights of burst, this range sensitivity to burst height is

slight. Some sample heights and effective ranges are shown in Table I1

The effect of variable room exposure due to the changing angle of inci-

dence (7 to 17 deg for 50 KT, 6 to 14 deg for i MT) is neglected in those
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calculations. Mean damage ranges vary by only a few percent for scaled
1/3burst heights between 300 and 700 ft/KTI. The damage ranges are much

more sensitive to yield, threshold levels, visibility, and radiation

enhancement or attenuation factors than to burst height.

Table 1. Effect of burst height on fire damage range,

Scaled Actual Scaled Peak
Burst Height Burst Height Ground Range Overpressure
(ft/KrI/) (ft) (ft/Y.TI/3) (psi)

50 KT Yield, 16 cal/cm2 Igzition Threshold

700 2580 2305 4.2
500 1840 2355 3.4
300 1105 2390 3.0

1 MT Yield, 22 cal/cm2 Ignition Threshold

700 7000 2800 3.0
500 5000 2845 2.6
300 3000 2870 2.2

NOTE: V = 12 mi, a = 2.0, 8 = 1.4.
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SECTION 4

BLAST-INDUCED IGNITIONS

Fires are also likely to result from blast-induced disruptions.

Ignitions may develop from the spilling of volatile liquids located in

industrial, commercial, and residential structures or vehicles, or from

the disruption of hot or molten materials, sparks near volatile or explo-

sive fuels, gas line ruptures, short circuits, reacting chemical mixtures,

etc. The blast wave is the disruptive agent, although ground shock and

syaergistic effects with the late thermal radiation may also contribute

to the ignitions.

The particular interaction that ends in a fire start may be very

obscure. The structure hardness (possibly identified by a VN designa-

* tion), type and location of sources, overpressure, electrostatic dis-

"charge, flying debris, and late thermal radiation all are important vari-

ables that may determine the probability of a blast-induced fire start.

Data that could support correlations are scarce (see, for example,

McAuliffe and Moll [1965]), and analytical prediction procedures have

not yet been developed. Intuition suggests that the probability of a

fire start should depend primarily on the blast wave strength and on the

target blast resistance. ThE former is easily mapped [Speicher and Brode,

"1980, 1981; Brode, 19831. The latter requires some target knowledge,

model development, and experimer al verification.

Based on the presumed occurrence of blast-induced ignitions at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, McAuliffe and Moll [1965] proposed a "secondary"
2fire frequency of 0.006 per 1000 ft of building floor area damaged. Al-

though the fire start distribution is not a function of overpressure (or

dynamic pressure), the dcpendence is implicit. Owing to the paucity of

data, a more detailed prediction scheme was not considered warranted.

Wilton, Myronuk, and Zaccor [1981] developed a secondary fire-start

model that classifies the hardness of a facility and its contents and

relates the resultant fire vulnerability to the shock wave overpressure.

Since there are no new experimental or survey data, the model assumptions
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remain unjustified. However, the method does provide an estimate of
blast-induced fire starts consistent with general intuition. Further

work could refine the model and reduce the uncertainties. For this study,

the method of Wilton, Myronuk, and Zaccor [1981] was used to estimate

blast-induced fire start distributions.

The radius of a probable fire start increases as the structure blast

resistance is reduced, the number of potential sources increased, or the

ignition susceptibility increased. Several examples are shown in Table 2

and Figs. 14 and 15. As in Sec. 3, a homogeneous target area is assumed.

In general, probable damage ranges for different city areas or even

adjacent buildings may vary widely.

The probability distribution defined in Table 2 is discontinuous at

several overpressures as the damage classification changes from heavy to

medium to light. The distribution depends critically on the designation

of building type and contents. The discontinuities in probability are

somewhat smoothed in the fire-damage-range curves shown in Figs. 14

and 15.

As the vulnerability Increases, large changes result in the probable

damage radius. Light-design structures (type 10) with highly flammable

contents (approaching 10) present a high probability of blast-induced

fires out to and beyond 0.5 psi regions (5 to 9 mi for a 50 KT burst,

13 to 24 mi for a 1 MT burst). Damage ranges estimated for even the

medium-design-load structures with moderate contents indices are compar-

able to or greater than ranges for thermally induced ignitions.

Wilton, Myronuk, and Zaccor [1981, Tables 16 and 17, pp. 61-63].
Both indices range from 1 to 10. Building type I represents a heavy
design load (reinforced concrete structures designed for protection,
such as bank vaults); and type 10, a light design load (structures
with wood/metal stud walls and siding or light corrugated metal walls
and roofs, such as residences or storage sheds). Contents type 1 repre-
sents materials of low flammability; and type 10, highly flammable, ex-
plosive materials.
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SECTION 5

INITIAL FIRE STARTS--COMBINED IGNITION DISTRIBUTION

The distribution of fire damage from the direct weapon effect-target

interaction is derived by summing the probabilities of thermally and

blast-induced ignitions (PDF = P1 + P2 - P1 x P2). Damage-range curves

representing the combined effects are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The

blast-induced ignitions are based on fixed building type/contents indices

of 4/7.5. Those values are assumed typical of the bulk of urban area

buildings.

Mean damage ranges for the combined effects are significantly greater

than either of the component ranges. In addition, the region of total or

uniform destruction (PDF 100 percent) is much larger. Only moderate

sensitivity to attenuation of the thermal radiation (cf. Figs. 6 through

9) occurs, since inclusion of blast-induced ignitions lessens the influ-

ence of those parameters (i.e., short visibility lengths or high levels

of absorption by cloud decks). Similarly, only moderate changes result

from variation of the atmospheric transmissivity form. Those parameters

would be more important, however, if the distribution of blast-induced

ignitions had been greatly exaggerated.

Combining the probabilities of thermally and blast-induced ignitions

may compensate for (or mask) inaccuracies in either distribution. Verifi-

cation of both damage-range relations is needed. A more specific analy-

sis of the sources of blast-induced fires in cities would be valuable.

Such sources may be electrical, thermal, chemical, mechanical, electro-

static, or gas dynamic. Certain industries, such as explosives facilities,

chemical plants, oil refineries, or power generators, contain obvious

potential secondary sources, and could be targeted accordingly. Such

features, when ide.,tifiable, should be part of the vulnerability number

designation since the ensuing fires are likely to extensively damage some

facilities that might otherwise survive the blast. Such was the case for

an electrical generating station in Hiroshima--though housed in a massive

building that survived the blast, the station itself was gutted by fire.
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SECTION 6

FIRE SPREAD

The spot ignitions developing from the immediate thermal or shock

wave-target interactions are likely to lead to full structure fires in

approximately 15 to 30 min, but less if immediate flashover occurs. The

many thousands of early fires grow and spread and are often sufficient

to generate high-velocity winds, generally flowing toward the inner por-

tions of the burning region. Mean velocities of order 20 to 40 m/sec

may be typical [Larson and Small, 1982a,b]. Such high-velocity fire

winds indicate a high probability of spread between buildings. Possible

spread mechanisms include wind-aided flame spread, fire brand transport,

and radiative heating from inclined flame fronts.

In general, random spot fires in wildland and urban fire areas tend

to spread rapidly, greatly multiplying the total damage (see, for example,

Pyne [1982]). A city subject to a nuclear weapon explosion is likely to

have extensively damaged regions with widely scattered debris and many

thousands of fires. For such conditions, fire spread throughout much of

the target area is probable. The extensive blast damage, debris buildup,

radioactive fallout, and threat of subsequent bursts are likely to deter

or render ineffective most trans- or postattack firefighting.

Many of the variables that influence fire spread in a damaged city

may be identified. However, synthesis of all these factors into one

theory remains a formidable task [Sanderlin, Ball, and Johanson, 1981].

Without explicitly treating the physical mechanisms of spredu a heuristic

accounting for the long-time spread damage is used to modify the damage-

range relation. The initial estimate assumes that the probability of

fire damage at any radius is doubled when spread is included. Thus, if

50 percent of the structures are burning, it is assumed that the fire will

spread to all adjacent structures. Similarly, ignition in one building

An immediate flashover was observed in a room exposure in the atmo-
spheric nuclear test ENCORE of the UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE series (26 KT at a
scaled burst height of nearly 800 ft/KTl/ 3 ).
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in four implies fire damage to half of the structures. The estimation,

though crude, is hopefully conservative (i.e., does not overestimate the

increase in damage due to spread).

Damage-range curves showing the combined effects of initial ignitions

and later spread are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. The uncertainty inherent

in the initial (thermal) ignition distribution is still indicated by the

bracketing curves for enhanced or attenuated thermal flux levels. The

inclusion of spread using the assumed model (doubling of damage probabil-

ities) not only increases the regiln of complete damage, but leads to a

rapid drop to low probabilities of damage. This result is consistent

with the near-complete damage and fairly well-defined fire perimeter ob-

served at Hiroshima [Bond, 1951].

The damage ranges shown in Figs. 18 and 19 are based on spread of

the initial thermally and blast-induced ignitions. A less conservative

valuation of the vulnerability to blast-induced ignitions (higher build-

ing or contents indices) or even a mixec Ristribution of vulnerabilities

may significantly enlarge the damage radii. ior the cases considered,

complete fire damage extended beyond the 3 psi region (1.9 mi for 50 KT,

5 mi for 1 MT), even for the greatest assumed values of radiation attenu-

ation (A = 0.25).
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SECTION 7

CIVIL DEFENSE

The inadequacy of active and organized fire suppression in Japan

may have contributed to much higher levels of destruction and casualties

in the fire bombing during the last six months of World War II. Con-

versely, over four years of increasingly intense air war, well-organized

and well-equipped German civil defense crews developed mitigation and

rescue techniques that were successful in minimizing the loss of lives

and restricting the property damage.

Similar efforts, however, may not be as effective prior to or f.ollow-

ing a nuclear weapon burst. Widespread blast effects would incapacitate

local firefighters and equipment, unless they were sheltered or evacuated

. during the attack. In addition, debris buildup may limit mobility, while

subsequent bursts could further impede a vigorous or prompt response by

even a well-organized civil defense. Even with reliable warning, fire-

fighters may choose to remain sheltered. The possibility of radioactive

fallout oL rainout presents an additional hazard and, thus, a further

deterrent to firefighting activities. Nevertheless, effective fire-

fighting and rescue measures potentially could limit damage and loss of

life during large urban fires, even those ignited by nuclear bursts,

Figures 20 and 21 compare the effectiveness of civil defense prepar-

ations against various types of ignitions and fire spread for a 50 KT

and a 1 MT burst. Preattack protective neasures were assumed to reduce

the probabilities of thermally and blast-induced ignitions by 50 percent

at all ranges. (The probability of thermally induced ignitions still

approaches 100 percent since, close to ground zero, the blast wave will

disturb the target prior to thermal loading.) The solid cx-ves show the

ameliorating effects of civil defense (e.g., reflective window coverings,

shut-down of central gas and electric lines) in reducing thermally and

blast-induced igniktius and fire spread. For comparison, the dashed

fire-damage-range curve duplicates the results for no enhancement or

attenuation of thermal radiation (E, A = 1.0) shown in Figs. 18 and 19.
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with and without countermeasures: W = 50 KT, V = 12 mi, a = 2.0,
8 = 1.4, building type/contents index 4/7.5.
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8 = 1.4, building type/contents index 4/7.5.
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"Despite the 50 percent reduction in the distribution of initial ignitions,

Eie mean damage range is reduced by just 10 percent. Increased fire-

fighting efforts after the burst could lessen the probability of fire

spread, further reducing the effective damage range.
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SECTION 8

COMBINED-PARAMETER VARIATIONS

Fires in an attacked urban area result from thermally and blast-

induced ignitions or from the subsequent spread to other structures.

Many factors modify the ultimate fire distribution. In Secs. 3 through

6, the direct weapon effect-target interactions were estimated, and the

effects of modifying influences such as visibility length, transmittance,

weather, and variable target vulnerability were considered. The initial

ignition curves were modified to include fire spread in Sec. 6, and an

accounting for countermeasures was made in Sec. 7. The sample results

indicate the basic trends. However, they do not fully include the inte-

grated effects of all the modifying variables. Combining all the effects

into a set of mean and standard deviation damage-range curves provides a

fairer measure of the uncertainties associated with a spectrum of possible

target conditions and vulnerabilities. Such fire-damage-range relations

are developed in this section.

Nine specific factors were considered and each assumed to be an

"independent" variable. They include ignition threshold level, visibility

length, transmissivity form, thermal radiation enhancement due to reflect-

ing clouds or snow, attenuation of therual radiation by intervening cloud

cover, building type/contents indices for blast-induced fires, probability

of fire spread, and the effectiveness of countermeasures against both

thermally and blast-induced ignitions. Based on the previous excursions,

an ensemble of variables was arranged. One- and two-standard-deviation

bracketing values were then estimated. Interpolation between the mean

and ±i. deviation values gave ±1/30 and ±2/3a values for each variable.

These nine factors were assumed to be independent, and on that basis were

summed to form ±10 and ±20 fire-damage-range curves for the combined

effects.

Table 3 lists the parameter values chosen for each variable. The

spread of values anticipates a wide variety of target conditions and

vulnerabilities. Two weapon yields (50 KT and I MT) are considered,
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Table 3. Ensembles of parameter values.

Parameter Value

Parameter -20 -0 -2/3a -1130 Mean +1/3o +2/3a +0 +2a

50 KT ignition threshold
(cal/cm2

)
90% probability 51 38 33 29 24 21 18 15 8
501 probability 34 25 22 19 16 14 12 10 5
,10 probability 17 13 11 10 8 7 6 5 3

1 MT& ignition t.treshold
(cal/cn

2
)

902 probability 60 47 42 37 33 30 27 25 18
50% probability 40 31 28 25 22 20 18 17 12
10 probability 20 16 14 12 11 10 9 9 6

Visibility length (ka) 2 5 7 9 11 22 35 46 92

Transsissivityb
a 3.2 2.9 2.75 2.60 2.45 2.30 2.15 2.0 1.8

0 2.0 1.9 1.82 1.73 1.65 1.56 1.48 1.4 1.25

Thermal radiation enhancement (Z)
Snow .. .. .... 10 30 50 70 90
Clouds above .. .. 10 20 27 31 35 40 50

Thermal radiation reduction (Z)

Clouds below 85 75 52 28 5 2

Combined effectsc 0.15 0.25 0.53 0.86 1.33 1.67 2.03 2.4 2.9

Building type/contents indices
for blast-induced fires 3/2.5 4/4 4.66/4.33 5.33/4.66 6/5 6.33/5.33 6.66/5.33 7/6 9/7.5

Probable fire-spread enhancement
factor 1.1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.3 2.7 3.0 5.0

Reduction of ignitions due to

countermeasures (2)
Thermally induced fires

Overpressure ; 0.5 psi 75 63 58 54 50 43 37 30 10

Overpressure - 2 psi 50 33 31 28 25 22 18 15 5

Overpressure a 5 psi 20 10 7 3 .. .... .. ..

Blast-induced fires

Overpressure ! 2 psi 80 60 53 47 40 35 30 25 10

Overpressure 2 5 psi 80 50 40 30 20 17 13 10 --

"a Height of burst - 500 ft/KTl/
3

.

b -
[1 + B(R/V)I exp '- a(R/V)1.

cThe multiplication factor Is calculated as follows: threshold/combined effect - adjusted incident radiation.
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and, for each case, ignition threshold levels were defined for 10, 50,

and 90 percent probabilities of a fire start. Worst-case scenarios are

represented by the negative standard deviation values. Lower threshold

levels corresponding to greater slant ranges are associated with positive

standard deviation sets.

The mean visibility length (11 km) represents an average urban clear

day. Positive and negative unit standard deviations span the range of

conditions from foggy to very clear days. In view of the uncertainty in

the relations describing the transmittance of thermal radiation, mean

absorption (a) and -cattering (8) coefficients were calculated from the

average of the values given by DNA EM-l(N) [1974] and Brode [19641. The

lower estimates of a and S correspond to an increase in damage range and

thus were used for the positive standard deviation ensembles. Výlues

corresponding to the DNA EM-l(N) [1974] fit were used for the -1a ensembles.

Intermediate values were obtained by interpolating between the mean and

±la sets.

For each ensemble, a probable degree of incident thermal radiation

enhancement or attenuiation was hypothesized. The mean case postulates a

modest probability of thermal radiation enhancement by reflection, and a

slight probability of attenuation due to cloud scatter and absorption.

The worst-case scenarios admit attenuation only, and the standard devia-

tion sets (O2/30) admit enhancement only. The adjusted incident radiation

level necessary to produce a thermally induced ignition was determined

for each ensemble by dividing the threshold radiation by the following

modification factor (representing the combined effects of reflection and

attenuation):

CRA = (1 + El)(l + E)(1 - A) , (2)

where E and E represent the fractional enhancement by radiation reflec-12
tion from snow cover (E1 ) and a superior cloud deck (E 2 ). The quantity

(1 - A) defines the fractional reduction of incident thermal radiation

by cloud cover beneath the burst.

Variable building type and contencs indices (cf. Figs. 14 and 15)

are used to account for differing target susceptibilities to blast-induced
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ignitions. The building type index was varied from 3 (worst cast, cor-

responding to heavy-design-load structures) to a +2a value of 9 (light

wood-frame construction). Similarly, the contents type index assumes

values from 2.5 (-2a ensemble) to 7.5. Average parameter values of build-

ing type 6 and contents type 5 were used for the meau set.

A constant multiplication factor applied at each point in the damage

probability distribution was used to determine the increased probability

*• of damage by fire spread. Fire spread increased the probability of dam-

* age by 10 percent for the -2a set, and by 500 percent for the +20 set.

The number of structure fires was doubled for the mean case.

The final two independent variables used in each ensemble accounted

for the reduction in ignitions due to countermeasures. Countermeasures

that reduce the vulnerability to thermally induced ignitions (e.g., re-

flective window coverings) are distinguished from those that reduce the

vulnerability to blast-induced ignitions (e.g., shut-down of central

power and gas supplies). In both cases, the effectiveness of the counter-

measures is assumed to be a function of the overpressure. The reduction

in the number of fire starts is greatest at the lower overpressure levels.

The ameliorating effects are assumed to be more pronounced fol the blast-

induced ignitions. The overall effecti-3ness decreases for the positive

standard deviations.

The mean, ±1/3a, and ±2/3a probability curves for thermally induced

Signitions a.7e plotted in Figs. 22 and 23. All modifications to the dis-

tribution of primary ignitions (cloud cover, visibility length, transmis-

sivity, countermeasures, and reflectance from snow cover) are included in

the dashed curves. The solid curves illustrate the variation excluding

the effect of countermeasures. Since the civil defense preparations are

assumed most effective at the lower overpressures (kO.5 psi), the fire-

damage-range variation is not significantly changed.

The effect of countermeasures is more pronounced in the distribution

of blast-induced fires. The solid curves (Figs. 24 and 25) illustrate

the fire damage range without countermeasures and the dashed curves trace

the variation with countermeasures included.

Fire-damage-range curves representing the sum of the nine independent

factors are shown in Figs. 26 (50 KT) and 27 (1 MT). The mean curves are
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comparable to those presented in Figs. 20 and 21, although are skewed

somewhat toward greater damage ranges at the lower probability levels.

The wide band of parameter values used to construct the ensemble is re-

flected in the summation curves. At the 50 percent damage level, the

range from -2a to +2a varies by a factor of 5. The damage range varies

by a factor of 2 for the ±10 band.

The values selected for each of the independent variables are assumed
5>

to represent reasonable parameter choices. The positive standard devia-

tion sets tend toward an expansion of the fire damage range. The negative

standard deviation ensembles lead to less damage. In most cases, each

parameter variability choice could be improved through research. In con-

structing the ensembles, rather than assume a specific target, values that

may characterize a wide range of targets were considered. Selection of a

specific target or urban area should reduce the spread of values charac-

terizing threshold levels, building type/contents indices, and counter-

measure effectiveness. Statistical and seasonal definition of target

area weather and local environmental conditions would define a narrower

range of visibility lengths and probabilities of thermal radiation en-

hancement or reduction. In any event, the mean, ±la, and ±2o damage-range

curves not only indicate the probable "bonus" damage effect that fire can

provide, but the degree of reliability that can be placed on that bonus,

and so the potential value of further research to narrow the uncertainties.

.o4
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SECTION 9

CONCLUSIONS

The fire vulnerability analysis developed in this report has been

used to estimate damage ranges based on the target vulnerabilities to

fire starts, the immediate weapon effect-target interaction, and the

later time fire development. Modifications due to weather conditions,

civil defense measures, and uncertainties or variations in atmospheric

transmission and target vulnerabilities were considered. Mean and stan-

dard deviation fire-damage-range curves were presented for two weapon

yields. The results provide a measure of expected fire damage ranges.

In general, fire damage radii exceed those for moderate blast damage.

Despite the uncertainties, fire damage can be predicted with useful

consistency; such predictions could become as reliable as corresponding

blast damage predictions. The inclusion of fire in the damage prediction

methodology would improve and extend current damage assessments. In

addition to greater damage radii, fire may cause more complete and perma-

nent damage. A structure only moderately damaged by blast may be gutted

and rendered useless by fire. Similarly, building contents may survive

the blast but be destroyed by the fires.

Some improvements and new directions might be pursued to further

develop such a fire-damage-prediction method. Variables not exnlicitly

considered in this study include blast-flame interactions, target shield-

ing by adjacent buildings or topographical features, variable city con-

struction and vulnerabilities, fire breaks, and multiple-burst effects

such as target shielding by dust and smoke. Many of these effects,

though potentially important, may provide only modest changes in the

overall damage prediction. A fire damage model applicable for multiple-

weapon attacks is needed.

A fire damage prediction must be based to some extent on the target

structure vulnerability. A simplified method might involve a classifi-

cation system that relates the target vulnerability to burst character-

istics such as the total thermal flux or the blast pressure or impulse.
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One possibility might be to alter the VN target designation to include

the probability of fire damage. Such a revision would be operationally

convenient. Alternatively, an added vulnerability designation (FVN)

specifically for fire damage probability could be generated for eaca

target. This evaluation would weigh such additional factors as the igni-

tion susceptibility of the structure and contents, the likelihood of

blast-induced fire starts, and the proximity of other equally or more

susceptible structures from which the fire might spread. Such added

considerations would require more computation in arriving at weapon

application plans, but potentially may reduce the number and yield of

weapons required to achieve specified damage levels or improve estimates

of their effectiveness.

The VN system was constructed some three decades ago when both weap-

ons and targets were fewer, smaller, and simpler. The system is well

established, but increasingly complex for modern weapon allocation

alternatives. Long computer runs are often involved. Although most

targets and all cities are vulnerable to fire damage, these vulnerabil-

ities are not now included in the VN system or in damage considerations.

The effects of a nuclear attack are thus understated.

The vagarious nature of and lack of specifics in declared national
objectives in the use of strategic forces make comprehensive damage

evaluation difficult. Both blast and fire will damage targets, but fire

will often go farther and cause more complete damage.

A new damage methodology including fire effects need not wait for

changes in national objectives. If "moderate damage" to "steel frame"

buildings is the appropriate guide for destroying a city of a million or

more inhabitants, then fire can only complete the job more effectively.

Recent concerns for the adequacy of current criteria and for the conse-

quent choices of overpressure levels and burst heights could be relieved

or removed by the inclusion of fire damage.
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